Influences of Elastane Content, Aesthetic Finishes and Fabric Weight on Mechanical and Comfort Properties of Denim Fabrics

Abstract
Denim has always been used for very durable outdoor work clothing because of its weight, rigidity and thickness. It is now more popular as comfortable and flexible clothing with stretch characteristics possessing elasticity so that it closely fits without restricting body movement. The aim of this paper is to investigate the effects of different aesthetic finishes applied while manufacturing, varied elastane content and fabric weight on its mechanical and stretch properties. It is observed that the tensile strength of denim fabric decreases with increasing elastane percentage, while breaking extension increases. Elastane content percentage shows significant influence on air permeability of denim. Air permeability of stretchable denim fabric decreases with increasing fabric weight. Fleural rigidity decreases with increasing elastane content and similar trend also for the drape coefficient. The increase in elastane content also influences the fabric stretch-ability with an increase in stretch percentage and decrease in fabric growth percentage with increasing elastane rate.
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Introduction
The denim is a fabric woven from coarse indigo dyed warp and grey un-dyed weft yarn. Denim fabric is hard-wearing and has high density with a high mass per unit area and a 3/1 or 2/1-twill weaves construction. It is comfortable, fashionable, affordable, durable and a popular clothing material. Nowadays, the stretchable denims are in fashion due to its comfort fit and flexibility. These fabrics possess elasticity so that garments made out of stretchable denim fabric closely fit to body without restricting body movement. Clothes are mostly under strain in some parts of the body, such as the knee, elbow and lower back areas. Therefore, stretching is very important for the comfort of the wearer. Generally, fabrics are required to stretch comfortably in accordance with body movements, and also after stretching, to retain their original shape without any deformation. However, if clothes don’t have such great flexibility, deformation occurs which is dubbed as fabric bagging. Özdil [1] studied the stretch and bagging properties of denim fabrics containing different rates of elastane. The test results revealed that increasing the amount of elastane usage in denim fabric offers enhanced comfort properties. Mourad et al. [2] studied the effects of elastane content percentage on physical and stretch properties of the plain woven cotton fabric. The results obtained in this study indicated that the amount of lycra has a significant influence on physical and elastic properties of woven fabrics. Fabric contraction increases with the increasing elastane content percentage. Fabric tensile strength decreases with Lycra rate, while fabric breaking extension increases because of the higher extension of Lycra fibers. Air permeability and tearing strength decreased significantly with the increase in lycra rate. This is because the fabrics will be thicker and more compact with the increase in lycra rate in the woven fabrics. It is observed that maximum stretch and fabric elastic recovery increases with Lycra rate fabric growth decreases. Alansary [3] studied the effect of elastane content percentage on physical and mechanical properties of different woven fabrics including shrinkage %, fabric growth and air-permeability and they revealed that the ratio of Lycra had a significant influence on the physical properties of woven fabrics.

There are two categories of stretchable denim fabrics, based on the degree of stretch-ability i.e. (a) power or action stretch and (b) comfort stretch. Power or action stretch provides a fabric with high degree of extensibility and quick recovery. The fabric stretch percentage generally ranges from at least 30% to 60% or more with no greater than 5% - 6% recovery loss. Comfort stretch alludes to fabric with less than 30% stretch percentage and no greater than 2% to 5% recovery loss [4,5]. Elastane yarns meet customer requirements of comfort, stretch-ability and appearance, so that again new trends are developed in denims using elastane yarns in the weft direction. Elastane yarns are more efficient in sports and comfort application [6]. It gives sufficient elastic properties to the fabric even with 2% to 3% of elastane. Fabric handle refers to the total sensations experienced when a fabric is touched or manipulated in the fingers [7]. The handle of the fabrics is affected by mainly fabric structure and fabric geometry. Fabric construction and yarn densities play major role in determining fabric handle [8,9].
related with warp and weft densities in the fabric. So, variations in warp and weft densities and in the number of warp and weft yarns have significant effects on the handle characteristics of the fabrics [8]. The ratio of warp threads/cm to weft threads/cm may result in increased yarn crimp, providing a potential increase in fabric extensibility in the warp direction [10]. It was determined that the amount of elastane fibre in denim fabrics offers enhanced comfort properties. Therefore, as the elastane content increases, the fabric tensile and tearing strength decrease while stiffness increases. It is known that properties of fabric depend not only on its stated structural parameters, but also on formation conditions of fabric. It was determined that small differences of technological parameters do not influence fabrics without elastane, but have great influence on fabrics with elastane, because the elastic component of yarn is very sensitive for various effects Mourad et al. [2]. Fabrics with elastane especially are suitable for fitted clothes with large areas of stretch-ability. The influences of woven fabric stretch properties on garment design and pattern construction were evaluated. In order to analyze the elastic fabrics behavior during garment wearing the anisotropy of fabrics with elastane fiber due to their maximum strength and extension was investigated and new method was proposed. During wearer's movements, some parts of the garment experienced extension into opposite directions. As a result of such type extension, the complicated deformation consisting of shear, extension and buckling of material named as fabric structural mobility took place Özdil [1]. Core spun yarns are used as a filling yarn in which core part is elastane filament to achieve desired stretch-ability in denim. The performance and comfort properties like stretching and recovery are the desirable characteristics of stretchable denim fabrics. In general the percentage of elastane varies from 1% to 5% [1,11,12] for optimum comfort performance of denim garments. Also fabric weight has significant effect on physical and mechanical properties like fabric thickness, fabric bending rigidity, tensile strength, and extension percentage and comfort parameters. So, it becomes necessary to know the combined effect of fabric weight and elastane percentage on drape, handle, durability, stretch performance, recovery and comfort factor of Denim garments, so that the garment manufacturers can design or construct the denim garments as per customer requirement. The objective of this experimental work is to explore the influences of type of finishes of manufacturing along with elastane content and fabric weight on physical and mechanical properties of denim.

Experimental Work

Materials

In this experimental work cotton denim was used. Denim fabrics are provided with various kinds of finishes to enhance aesthetic surface appeal. Examples of various finishes applied to denim fabric are flat finish, fading through stone wash, acid wash or ozone, over dyeing or tinting, peach finish for velvet skin effect etc. As an overlook for all types of finishes three types of finishes were selected in this experimental as per below details:

Flat finished denim: It is a special process done to impart fabric with an even wash down effect and very clean surface. Originally liquid ammonia was used, but now uses mercerization plus calendaring processes to achieve the flat surface. Mercerization swells up the cotton fibers and allows the calendaring to press flat the surface.

Over dyed denim: This is an additional dyeing treatment. This adds another tone of color to the jeans. Normally denim garments is over-dyed with yellowish dye for appearing dirty look. Tinted / over-dyed denim garments show a used / vintage & muddy look to the garments. There are various types of dyes used for over-dyeing / tinting purpose, such as:- Direct Dyes, Reactive Dyes, Pigment Dyes, and Sulphur Dyes. Tinting process done in the sample using sulphur dyes for 10 minutes followed by dye fixing & clean-up of superficial dye.

Peach finished denim: This is a special finish mostly used in garments. Peach finish is given through light surface abrasion using fine brush or stones, which creates dense and short hairs layer on the fabric surface. These surface hairs will make fabric feel soft and bulkier.

Denim fabric samples are made from 12’s Ne Yarns for both Warp and Weft with varied thread count to achieve required fabric weight levels of 250 g/m² and 300 g/m² in non-stretch denim fabric. For Stretch denim fabric, the yarn count for warp is 16’s Ne and weft core spun yarn of 16 Ne with elastane in the core. The elastane used in core of weft yarn was varied from 40 Denier to 55 Denier to achieve elastane content from 1.00% to 1.50%. The thread count was varied to achieve fabric weight in stretch denim from 350 g/m² to 400 g/m², as given in Table 1.

Table 1: Experimental plan with various Finishes, Fabric Weight and Elastane Content percentage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabric Code</th>
<th>Finish</th>
<th>Fabric Weight (g/m²)</th>
<th>Elastane Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Flat Finished Denim</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Flat Finished Denim</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O11</td>
<td>Over dyed Denim</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O12</td>
<td>Over dyed Denim</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O21</td>
<td>Peach Finish Denim</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Peach Finish Denim</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>Peach Finish Denim</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21</td>
<td>Peach Finish Denim</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1.50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Testing parameters

Breaking strength and breaking extension: Breaking strength of a yarn or fabric is defined as a maximum load that it will endure without breaking when subjected to uniaxial tensile loading. Breaking strength is the “load required to break the specimen”. Breaking extension is the extension percentage at the breaking load. Breaking strength and extension percentage were tested on UTM at a speed of 300 mm/min. Fabric sample with 25 mm × 150 mm gauge length as per ASTM standard D5035-11 was taken. Ten tests were carried out for each sample. Breaking Strength is expressed by the load at which the specimen breaks. The units
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used for breaking strength are Newton (N). Extension percentage is the strain expressed as a percentage rather than a fraction.

**Drape-ability:** Drape property of denim fabric is measured from the deformation by gravitational force of an initially horizontal fabric cut in the form of an annular ring. A circular fabric specimen is held concentrically between smaller horizontal disc and the lower supporting disc. Fabric is allowed to drape into graceful folds around the lower supporting disc. The outline of shadow is traced on paper and then its mass is determined. Initially, the weight of paper of 15 cm dia is determined and the drape co-efficient is calculated. Drape coefficient \( F \) is defined as the fraction of the area of the annular ring between the flat fabric edge and the supporting disc edge covered by the projection of the draped sample as shown in Figure 1. The Expression is given as equation (i).

\[
F = \left( \frac{W_2 - W_3}{W_1 - W_3} \right) \times 100 \quad (i)
\]

Where

- \( W_1 \) - Area of Specimen,
- \( W_2 \) - Area under Drape Specimen
- \( W_3 \) - Area of disc.

**Flexural rigidity:** The flexural rigidity is the measure of fabric stiffness. Denim fabrics are tested for flexural rigidity as per ASTM standard D1388-08 on the basis of principle is cantilever bending of the fabric under its own mass. The test was done on Cantilever Bending Tester. The sample of 8 inch \( \times \) 1 inch is cut from fabric. Move the damped specimen by hand in a smooth manner at approximately 120 mm/min until the edge of the specimen touches the knife edge as shown in Figure 2. Ten readings are carried out for each sample. Bending Length is calculated as per equation (ii). Higher the bending length, stiffer is the fabric. After that flexural rigidity is calculated using equation (iii).

\[
Pierce\ empirical\ equation, \quad C = L \left( \frac{\cos \theta}{2} \right)^{1/3} \quad (ii)
\]

Where,

- \( M \) = Mass per unit area (g/m²)
- \( G \) = Flexural rigidity
- \( C \) = Bending length (mm)
- \( \theta \) = Angle fabric bends

Fabric flexural rigidity is calculated by following expression: Flexural rigidity,

\[
G = M \times C^3 \quad (iii)
\]

**Air permeability:** Air permeability is an important factor in the performance of denim apparel. It depends on many factors such as; weave structure, fabric thickness, weight and porosity. From the previous studies it is determined that air permeability was affected significantly with the rate of spandex in weft yarns of the woven fabrics. As the rate of spandex in weft yarns increases, the air permeability decreases. Fabric air permeability tests were performed on machine model FX 3300 as per ASTM D737 standard. Total ten readings were taken from each fabric. Read and record the individual test results in SI units as \( \text{cm}^3/\text{cm}^2/\text{s} \).

**Stretchable properties:** Fabric stretch-ability properties are related with fabric stretching percentage, fabric growth percentage and elastic recovery percentage. Fabric stretch-ability properties are tested as per ASTM standard D3 107-07. The sample of 65 mm \( \times \) 560 mm was cut from fabric. Elastic performance is the ability of a material to exhibit its original properties after repeated use under cyclic loading and unloading, so fabric stretchable properties after cycling loading were also measured. Cyclic loading was done at three different target loads, i.e. 35% Breaking Load, 55% Breaking Load & 75% Breaking Load.

The total number of cycles required is ten, at fixed load. Sample strip length is same as used in stretchable testing of fabric.

And then calculated fabric stretching (eq. i), fabric growth (eq. ii) and elastic recovery (eq. iii) values at 35%, 55% & 75% of Breaking Load:

- Fabric stretching (%) = 100 \times (B-A)/ A ................. (i)
- Fabric growth (%) = 100 \times (C-A)/A ................. (ii)
- Elastic recovery (%) = 100 \times (B-C)/(B-A) ................. (iii)

Where, \( A \) - The distance marked between the upper and bottom parts of the fabric (250 mm).
- B - The distance between the marked points after 10 cycles of loading the sample (in 'mm') and
- C - The distance between the marked points after 1-hour relaxation.
Results and Discussions

The test results for mechanical properties of Denim samples are given in Table 2.

Table 2: Mechanical properties and comfort parameters of fabric samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabric Code</th>
<th>Breaking Strength (N)</th>
<th>Breaking Extension (%)</th>
<th>Flexural rigidity (mg/cm²)</th>
<th>Drape Coefficient</th>
<th>Air Permeability (cm³/s/cm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Warp</td>
<td>Weft</td>
<td>Warp</td>
<td>Weft</td>
<td>Warp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 - No Elastane</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>195.4</td>
<td>29.07</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>67.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 - No Elastane</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>29.33</td>
<td>30.87</td>
<td>386.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O11 - 1.00% Elastane</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>264.6</td>
<td>37.57</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>1718.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O12 - 1.50% Elastane</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>1801.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O21 - 1.00% Elastane</td>
<td>1055.5</td>
<td>308.8</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>28.06</td>
<td>1981.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O22 - 1.50% Elastane</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>290.5</td>
<td>37.07</td>
<td>48.37</td>
<td>2059.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11 - 1.00% Elastane</td>
<td>652</td>
<td>287.4</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>1903.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12 - 1.50% Elastane</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>260.5</td>
<td>42.33</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>2091.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21 - 1.00% Elastane</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>327.8</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>2111.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22 - 1.50% Elastane</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>324.5</td>
<td>48.37</td>
<td>79.18</td>
<td>2387.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Breaking strength:** The breaking strength of all the fabrics in warp and weft directions is shown in Figure 3a. As per the graphical trend, the fabric weight and elastane content have significant effect on breaking strength of fabric. Breaking strength of peach finished denim fabric has significantly decreased in warp direction as compared to over-dyed denim fabric due to surface fibre loss during peaching process. As fabric weight increases, the breaking strength increases in both warp and weft directions. The increase is less significant in case of non-stretch fabric warp direction. As elastane content increases, the breaking strength decreases for all fabric groups. Since elastane has lower tenacity than the cotton fiber, so increase in elastane content decreases breaking strength of fabric.

**Breaking extension:** The trend of breaking extension is represented in Figure 3b. Breaking extension of denim fabric is little higher for peach finished than over-dyed denim fabric due to increased surface fibre cohesion providing addition extension. Fabric weight increase results in increase of breaking extension in warp direction due to stiffer structure, while in weft direction the trend is completely opposite due to elastane in weft yarn. Breaking extension increases with increase in fabric weight in case of non-stretch fabric group due to inherent stretch of weft yarn crimp. Also for stretch fabrics, for first over-dyed finish group, the increase in breaking extension is more as compared to peach finished fabric group. As elastane content increases, the breaking extension increases in both directions, but the increase is much more significant in case of weft direction due to elastane present in weft yarn.

**Influences on fabric comfort parameters**

Fabric comfort parameters include air permeability, flexural rigidity and drape coefficient of the fabric:

**Air-permeability:** The trend of air permeability of sample group is showed in Figure 4. Peach-finished denim fabric air permeability is lesser due to lose fibrous layer present on surface restricting...
air flow from the fabric. Also air permeability is the highest in case of non-stretch fabric as elastane makes the fabric structure more compact. As fabric weight increases, the air permeability decreases due to more tight structure, while air permeability increases in case of non-stretch fabric due to open structure and coarser yarn count usage, the fabric cover has been decreased. As elastane content increases, the air permeability decreases for all fabric groups.

Flexural rigidity: Flexural Rigidity as shown in Figure 5 is more in warp direction due to more warp thread count than weft thread count. Peached Finished Denim Fabric shows higher flexural rigidity as compared to over-dyed and very high as compared to flat finished non-stretch fabric. This is because the more the processing, more the fabric becomes stiff. As fabric weight increases, the flexural rigidity increases due to more tight structure. As elastane content increases, flexural rigidity increases in warp direction while decreases in weft direction.

Drape-coefficient: Drape coefficient has a similar trend as flexural rigidity in context of change in fabric weight, as shown in Figure 6a. Also the trend due to effect of elastane content variation shown in Figure 6b. As elastane content increases, drape coefficient of denim fabric decreases; which indicates that fabric stiffness decreases with increased content of elastane.

Influences on fabric stretch-ability properties

As mentioned earlier, the effect on stretchable properties is analyzed under cyclic loading of ten cycles each at three levels of Percentage of Breaking Load of fabric. Fabric Stretch (%), Fabric Growth (%) and Elastic Recovery % were calculated on above data. Test results for stretch-ability properties (Fabric stretch and growth percentage, elastic recovery percentage) are given in Table 3.

**Influences on fabric weight and elastane content on breaking extension percentage in warp and weft direction.**

**Influence of fabric weight and elastane content on air permeability.**

**Influence of fabric weight and elastane content on flexural rigidity.**

**Influence of fabric weight on drape-coefficient.**

**Influence of elastane content on drape-coefficient.**

**Fabric stretch properties:** Graphical representation of Stretch properties is shown in given Figures 7 a. Stretch percentage, b. Growth percentage and c. Elastic recovery percentage.

Peached Finished Denim Fabric Stretch percentage is higher at all the three breaking load due to fibre cohesion on surface. As fabric weight increases, the stretch percentage decreases due to tighter and stiffer structure. As elastane content increases, the stretch percentage increases for all fabric groups. Since elastane
makes the structure more compact. Peached Finished Denim Fabric growth percentage is higher at all the three breaking load due to fibre cohesion on surface. As elastane content increases, the growth percentage decreases for all fabric groups. Peached Finished Denim Fabric elastic recovery percentage is lower as compared to over-dyed fabric but higher than flat finished at all the three breaking load. Peaching process abrades the top most sheath layer of weft core spun yarn, due to which lycra in core can stretch more easily, thus stretch percentage and fabric growth is more than other two sample groups, while stretch recovery is less after repeated stretching because the recovery due to sheath fibres is lesser as compared to other two cases. Flat finished fabric elastic recovery is less as compared to over dyed and peach finished denim, as this is just the inherent stretch of fabric due to weft crimp. So, there is no elastane which can help the structure to recover back. As fabric weight increases, the elastic recovery percentage increases due to tighter and stiffer structure. As elastane content increases, the elastic recovery percentage increases for all fabric groups. Since elastane makes the structure more stable.

Table 3: Test Results for Stretch-ability Properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabric Code</th>
<th>35%</th>
<th>55%</th>
<th>75%</th>
<th>35%</th>
<th>55%</th>
<th>75%</th>
<th>35%</th>
<th>55%</th>
<th>75%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fabric Stretch (%)</td>
<td>Fabric Growth (%)</td>
<td>Elastic Recovery (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 - No Stretch</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12.12</td>
<td>14.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 - No Stretch</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>13.04</td>
<td>10.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O11 - 1.00% Elastane</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O12 - 1.50% Elastane</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O21 - 1.00% Elastane</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>8.05</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>7.46</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>32.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O22 - 1.50% Elastane</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>49.83</td>
<td>37.61</td>
<td>36.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11 - 1.00% Elastane</td>
<td>11.42</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12 - 1.50% Elastane</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>35.76</td>
<td>22.58</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21 - 1.00% Elastane</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22 - 1.50% Elastane</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

The results obtained in the study clearly indicate that the type of finish, fabric weight and amount of elastane have a significant influence on physical and elastic properties of denim fabrics. It is observed that breaking strength, flexural rigidity, fabric stretch percentage and fabric growth percentage in stretch fabrics are higher in peach finished denim fabric. Breaking extension, air permeability, drape coefficient and fabric elastic recovery percentage reduce due to fibre loss and structural changes during peaching. Fabric weight also influences the physical and elastic properties of denim fabrics for both stretch and non-stretch.
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Fabrics. Flexural rigidity, breaking strength, breaking extension percentage and drape coefficient increases with increase in fabric weight. At a fixed level of elastane content the fabric stretch decreases as fabric weight increases, owing to the more inter yarn friction; whereas the fabric growth increases due to the less recovery of the fabric. Air permeability of stretchable denim fabric decreases with increase in fabric weight. Fabric structure becomes compact with the increase in elastane content. Fabric tensile strength decreases with spandex rate, while fabric breaking extension increases because of the higher extension of spandex fibers. Air permeability and tensile strength decreased significantly with the increase in spandex rate. This is because the fabrics become thicker and more compact with the increase in spandex rate in the woven fabrics. Above graphical trends proved that maximum stretch and fabric elastic recovery increase with spandex percentage inside fabric. On the other hand, there is inverse relationship between spandex percentage and fabric growth. Elastane content has a significant influence on air permeability as the fabric structure becomes compact. The structure compactness will be higher with the increase in the elastane content, which in turn leads to the woven fabrics becoming more thicker, and then less permeable to air flow.
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